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AdapTM (Climate Change Management
Through Adaptation and Mitigation) is a 3
year Erasmus+ Capacity Building project in
the Field of Higher Education aiming at
designing
and
implementing
an

interdisciplinary Master Degree study
programme “Smart Environment and
Climate Change Management” (SECCM) for
Egypt. The Project is now almost at the
halfway mark of its eligibility period.

PROJECT ACTIVITIES and UPDATES
Since the beginning of the project, AdapTM consortium has already performed many
important activities. Among the others, the Collaboration Platform, the Master Course
design, two important training weeks, scientific publications and events such as kick-off,
half-year and first-year meetings.

SECCM Master Proposal

The accreditation process of the Master Course is quickly progressing!
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•

Alexandria University is carrying on the accreditation of SECCM as a Master
Degree.

•

To enhance the value and the impact of the Project, also the University of
Catania as Lead Partner of AdapTM, started the accreditation process of
SECCM as a Double Degree, sharing the same course outline of the
proposed Course in Egyptian Universities. The Course will be recognised at
UNICT as a professional Master, according to the MSc Regulation of the
abovementioned University.
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All Partners are thoroughly working for the upgrade of existing and development of
new syllabi for “Smart Environment and Climate Change Management”.

•

Following the Training week hosted in Athens, the syllabi was enhanced by
the addition of further core courses, strictly related to the topicality of
climate change issues and the interdisciplinary nature of the SECCM.
1. ADAPTATION AND MITIGATION TO CLIMATE CHANGE IN SPATIAL
PLANNING
2. CLIMATE CHANGE POLICY OF THE EU

Staff and student mobility
•

EMUNI Partner is leading the Work Package aimed at developing staff and
students mobility (WP5) of the SECCM master. Travels of staff and students
in EU and EG will be finalized within the first semester of the SECCM
program.

Dissemination and exploitation
UNICT academic staff members published
the scientific article “Improving research
and education in climate change
management by international networking
in Mediterranean areas – the AdapTM
project” in “Urbanistica Informazioni”
scientific journal, thus presenting project
results and research activities
(http://www.inuedizioni.com/?q=it/prodot
ti/rivista/n-278-279-urbanisticainformazioni-marzo-giugno-2018).
The paper was also discussed during the
11th INU Study Day 2018 “Interruptions,
intersections, sharing and overlappings.
New perspectives for the territory”
International Conference. The event took

place at the Department of Architecture of
the University of Naples Federico II, on 14th
December 2018.
The scientific article
published on “Urbanistica
Informazioni” journal
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AdapTM Events | Meetings
First Year meeting in ALEXANDRIA
12-13 December 2018
In December 2018, all partners met for the
First-Year meeting at the Arab Academy
for Science, Technology and Maritime
Transport, College of Maritime Transport
and Technology, and at the Alexandria
University, Faculty of Science. For each
Work Package, the corresponding “Lead
Partner” chaired and presented the
project achievements, the following steps
and deadlines about deliverables and
outcomes, as well as other potential
issues to be discussed within their own
WP.

PC members at the First Year Meeting in
Alexandria

AdapTM Partners met in the
Campus of the Arab
Academy for Science,
Technology and Maritime
Transport, College of
Maritime Transport and
Technology for the
welcoming introduction
event

AdapTM Partners while
attending activities at
Alexandria University
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AdapTM Events |
Training weeks
To continue the process of capacity building among the partnership, one training week
in innovation for Environment Change Management was held in Athens (Greece) and
attended by all the AdapTM Partners.

Training week in ATHENS
19-23 November 2018

The Training Week was held at the National & Kapodistrian University of Athens in
November 2018 with the objective of training Partners from Partner Countries on the
following topics: climate modelling & applications, numerical weather prediction &
applications, weather related natural hazards & societal impact analysis and climate
impacts & adaptation strategies. Staff of NOA University also presented in details the
characteristics of the MSc on Environmental Studies of the University of Athens.
Activities were performed according to the project aim of developing the quality of
professional and academic environmental education in Egypt and corresponding to the
directives of the Bologna process by upgrading/creating syllabi to integrate with the
European education and research systems, establishing international standards of
academic knowledge, implementing innovative learning methods and sharing best
practices with European HEIs having relevant expertise in the fields of environmental
sciences.
Furthermore, UNICT staff organised and held an important internal meeting where PgC
and PC Partners discussed about deliverable timelines and outcomes achieved, next
steps and challenges but also reporting duties in view of the project’s life mid-term.

ADAPTM Partners at National &
Kapodistrian University of Athens
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ADAPTM Partners during the Training
activities
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MONITORING VISIT
An important and positive field
monitoring visit was carried out
by EACEA Agency on 26th
December 2018 at Smart
Village Campus, AASTMT in
Cairo!

OTHER EVENTS CONNECTED
WITH THE AdapTM Project
Lecture on urban heat island and microclimate by
Prof. Massimo Palme of the University of Antofagasta
at University of Catania

PC members presented the
background about AdapTM and
overall progresses of the
Project focusing on the
presentation of the SECCM
programme curriculum design
and reported on the process of
accreditation of the Master
degree study programme.

Next steps

Quarterly e-Newsletters
will be prepared and
published online with all
news and information on
the project’s update!

“One-year-and-a-half” meeting at Klaipeda
University (Klaipeda, 28-30 April 2019) is going to
be organized and hosted by KU with the
contribution of all Partners.
AdapTM Partners will meet for discussing about
mid-term reporting activities, work-packages
development and outcomes to be produced.

[This project has been funded with support from the
European Commission. This communication reflects the
views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made of the
information contained therein.]

Find out more about the ADAPTM Project at
www.ku.lt/adaptm/
And follow us on Facebook
@adaptmproject
Like5 the page!

